example -but after discussing their research, Eklund found that the researcher had inadvertently vaporized the tubes while attempting to purify them.
"There is a lack of communication between manufacturers and customers," agrees Mark Banash, the senior engineer at Zyvex, a nanotechnology firm in Richardson, Texas. Banash is the force behind one potential solution to the problem: he runs a certification scheme, under which suppliers are approved if they reach an agreement with Zyvex about the characteristics of the nanotubes they sell and their ability to supply them on time. One supplier has already signed up and Banash says two more should be approved in the next few months. Although the scheme was designed for Zyvex's needs, Banash hopes it will also help other firms to choose suppliers. But some teachers worry that the No Child Left Behind act, which calls for standardized testing on core subjects, will squeeze out more specialized teaching. "With this programme, we're actually worse off," says Caroline Goode of the National Science Teachers Association in Arlington, Virginia.
Even though programmes that train just a few hundred teachers receive little funding, Rubner says they can still have "an enormous impact" as teachers return from their training programmes and spread the word to others. "It is having a ripple effect," he says.
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Growing nanotech trade hit by questions over quality
Researchers call for more materials science in school Big business? Interest in nanomaterials, such as this nanowire, has driven a rapid rise in supply and demand.
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